L
ike coffee in your morning mug, or beer in your evening pint, the level at which the sea rests is controlled both by the shape of the vessel and by the volume of liquid it contains. Ocean basins change shape only slowly, but on page 401 of this issue, Thompson and Goldstein show that the amount of seawater they contain changes more frequently than previously thought (1) .
At the time of the last glacial maximum, about 20,000 years ago, continental ice sheets locked up large amounts of water. As a result, sea level was about 130 m below that of today. If all the ice that remains on the continents today were to melt, it would cause sea level to rise by a further 70 m. Such changes are an integral part of the global climate system and, like the rest of that system, are influenced by regular cycles in Earth's orbit. By altering the seasonal distribution of incoming solar radiation, these orbital changes lead to changes in sea level with a frequency of 21,000 years and longer. Orbital frequencies are clearly visible in the record of past sea-level change, although they cannot fully explain either its timing or its amplitude.
Climate records recovered from the Greenland ice cores in the 1980s show that climate can also change at a higher, millennial, frequency-too fast to be caused by orbital cycles. But ice sheets have inertia and take time to melt or grow. Did this inertia enable ice sheets to damp out millennial climate changes, such that sea level varied only on the longer orbital frequencies? Or does sea level change more rapidly?
Corals provide the most widely used sea-level archive with which to address this question. Because many coral species survive only in shallow water, fossil corals (see the first figure) found above or below present reefs demonstrate variations in past sea level. Corals can also be dated by radiocarbon for the past 40,000 years and by the formation of 230 Th through radioactive decay of uranium for the past 500,000 years. The longer a coral sits around waiting for a passing geochemist to take it back to the lab, however, the more likely it is to be altered, causing addition or loss of uranium or thorium and making uranium-thorium ages inaccurate. Coral alteration can often be detected by changes in mineralogy, but a more subtle geochemical alteration commonly affects the uranium-thorium ages of corals that appear mineralogically pristine. Such alteration changes the uranium isotope ratio of the coral and can thus be screened for, but for periods older than about 70,000 years, few samples pass this screening.
For the period from 55,000 to 30,000 years ago, enough corals pass the screening to indicate millennial sea-level changes of 10 to 15 m (2) . The validity of these shifts is supported by modeling of oxygen isotope records in the Red Sea (3). Suborbital changes in sea level are therefore well established for this period, when global sea levels were low and millennial changes in climate had a large amplitude.
Thompson and Goldstein now demonstrate the presence of similar millennial sea-level changes at times of high sea level and relative climate stability (1) . The key to their success has been the development of a geochemical model to date corals that have not behaved as chemically closed systems. Rather than using uranium isotopes simply to reject samples, they use them to correct ages, thereby enabling dating of many altered corals for the interval from 250,000 to 70,000 years ago. For a single reef, ages that once scattered widely cluster tightly when corrected by the model, supporting its validity.
The new open-system ages provide a highresolution sea-level record for the interval from 250,000 to 160,000 years ago, for which data were previously sparse. Substantial swings in sea level are seen (see the second figure), only some of which can be explained by orbital changes. Perhaps most surprising is that 185,000 years ago-at a time (1) shows millennial sea-level changes that are too frequent to be caused by orbital changes. Inset: Photograph of Acropora palmata, the coral most widely used in sea-level reconstructions.
Coral structure. The calcium carbonate deposited by corals, such as this Goniastrea, incorporates uranium during growth, but not thorium. Subsequent decay of uranium to 230 Th allows the coral to be dated, but the large surface area of the coral structure often allows for addition of uranium and thorium, making the dates inaccurate. The approach of Thompson and Goldstein (1) corrects for such addition. The field of view is 6 cm high.
PERSPECTIVES
Published by AAAS when orbital parameters and climate proxies indicate cold conditions-sea level was only about 20 m below its present level (see band A in the second figure) . This event challenges our understanding of the conditions required for ice growth.
Between 130,000 and 90,000 years ago, the record provides clear evidence for sealevel change at higher frequency than can be explained by orbital changes. A 10-m lowering of sea level in the middle of the last interglacial period is a good example (see band B in the second figure) . The possibility of two distinct sea-level highstands during this period has been discussed before (4), but was never fully accepted due to insufficiently precise chronology. The new results reignite this controversy. What might cause significant sea-level lowering when most records, from the oceans at least, show the last interglacial to be a time of considerable climate stability?
Such questions are enough to turn you back to that evening pint. If you take too long to drink it, though, it warms and expands so that you have a fuller glass. This change is not something that most drinkers notice. But for the oceans, with an average depth of 3700 m, it can make important differences to sea level. Most of the ~0.5 m of sea-level rise expected by 2100 will be due to heating of the oceans. On millennial time scales, temperature change extends to the deep ocean and might cause several meters of sea-level change (see the third figure). Some lowstands in the record of Thompson and Goldstein (1) are defined not by dated corals, but on the basis of field evidence for breaks in coral growth. Small sea-level changes caused by temperature change might explain such breaks. Elsewhere in the record, larger sea-level changes are well constrained by lower corals. They must be generated by changes in global ice volume, even if there is no evidence for climate change at these times.
There is still much to learn about how moisture transport and seasonal temperatures interact to control the volume of continental ice. We may have been fooled by the relative stability of the present sea-level highstand into assuming that sea-level change is always slow. With their improved chronological method, Thompson and Goldstein force a reappraisal. The challenge now is to understand the processes that caused rapid sea-level change in the past and will continue to do so in the future. ) on page 385-deliver on this promise for a debilitating, blinding disease called age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Using several genome-derived tools applied to nonoverlapping groups of AMD patients, the three groups report that a common variant in the complement factor H gene (CFH) on human chromosome 1q31 contributes a substantial fraction of the difference between affected and unaffected individuals. AMD afflicts more than 10 million Americans and is the leading cause of blindness among the elderly. The complement system is the target of a number of modulatory drugs and treatments. Together with the new findings, these facts confirm the broad potential health benefits of "genome science."
The macula is a circular area at the center of the retina that contains a high density of cone cells-these are photoreceptor cells that are specialized for distinguishing colors, resolving closely spaced objects, and detecting motion. The macula accounts for the central 30% of our visual fields and is critical for the full vision that enriches our lives (see the figure) . AMD results in progressive damage to the macula, ultimately leading to patients becoming legally blind. This disorder principally affects individuals over age 50, although in certain inherited forms of macular degeneration symptoms appear at a much younger age. Macular degeneration diminishes the quality of life of those afflicted and is a major burden on society.
This complex disease has diverse symptoms and multiple contributing factors. It is a truism that complex diseases are the result of interactions between environmental factors, genetic factors, and stochastic effects. For AMD, smoking and dietary intake of lipids are known environmental risk factors (4); age alone is an additional risk factor. There is also strong evidence indicating a genetic contribution. Concordance between identical twins, family clustering, and increased risk to first-degree relatives all show that genetic differences play a major role in the life-time risk of AMD (5). But how do we find these genetic factors?
Broadly speaking, there are three methods for finding genes contributing to complex diseases: candidate gene screening, linkage mapping, and association (case-control) studies. Candidate gene screening relies on selecting potential disease-causing genes-for example, genes causing inherited forms of disease-and sequencing these genes in patients with complex diseases. Linkage mapping follows the segregation of chromosomal regions marked by random genetic variants in families with complex diseases, in search of regions that cosegregate with the disease trait. For AMD, the "families" range from simple sib-pairs to large extended pedigrees. Finally, case-con-
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The author is at the Human Genetics Center, the University of Texas Health Sciences Center, Houston, TX 77030, USA. E-mail: stephen.p.daiger@uth.tmc.edu Marine terraces. Past sea level is recorded at coastlines, as in this example from Oman, by horizontal erosion of marine terraces and by growth of reefs. Reef material on top of the terrace includes corals, dating of which indicates that sea level was 5 meters above its modern position 125 thousand years ago during the last interglacial.
